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Let's Go For A Drive! (An Elephant And Piggie Book)
Scolded by his mother for his vain attention to a large hat collection and for not learning life's lessons, a piglet proves the hats teach him determination, bravery, patience, and kindness.
Elephant Gerald and Piggie want to go for a drive, but as Gerald thinks of one thing after another that they will have to take along, they come to realize that they lack the most important thing of all.
Gerald is careful. Piggie is not.Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can.Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to. Gerald and Piggie are best friends. Read all of Elephant & Piggie's funny adventures with the complete collection
of all 25 titles. Create an instant Elephant & Piggie library with the sturdy metallic Elephant & Piggie bookends included with each set. Mo Willems' number one New York Times best-selling Elephant & Piggie series has won two
Theodor Seuss Geisel Awards and five Theodor Seuss Geisel Honors! Collect them all in this deluxe box set.
Amanda and her alligator have lots of fun playing together and surprising each other, but when Amanda's grandfather buys her a panda, Alligator must learn to make new friends.
A Tragicomedy in Two Acts
A Novel
How to Navigate Clueless Colleagues, Lunch-Stealing Bosses, and the Rest of Your Life at Work
Waiting for Godot
Harriet, You'll Drive Me Wild
Let's Go ABC!
"Let's go on a steam train / And choo-choo through the land / We wait down at the station / Where we hold each other's hand." Toddlers will enjoy this simple rhyming text with vivid
illustrations as they learn about trains!
In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga, Bella has one final choice to make. Should she stay mortal and strengthen her connection to the werewolves, or leave it all behind to become a
vampire? When you loved the one who was killing you, it left you no options. How could you run, how could you fight, when doing so would hurt that beloved one? If your life was all you had to
give, how could you not give it? If it was someone you truly loved? To be irrevocably in love with a vampire is both fantasy and nightmare woven into a dangerously heightened reality for Bella
Swan. Pulled in one direction by her intense passion for Edward Cullen, and in another by her profound connection to werewolf Jacob Black, a tumultuous year of temptation, loss, and strife
have led her to the ultimate turning point. Her imminent choice to either join the dark but seductive world of immortals or to pursue a fully human life has become the thread from which the
fates of two tribes hangs. This astonishing, breathlessly anticipated conclusion to the Twilight Saga illuminates the secrets and mysteries of this spellbinding romantic epic. It's here! #1
bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from
the vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times
Benjamin Orr was the co-founder, co-lead singer, and bassist for the platinum-selling rock band The Cars. This first biography of Orr draws together interviews with over 120 of his family
members, friends, and music associates, as well as many never-before-seen photos, to reveal an intimate portrait of one of classic rock’s greatest talents.
From an inauspicious beginning at the tiny Left Bank Theatre de Babylone in 1953, followed by bewilderment among American and British audiences, Waiting for Godot has become of the most
important and enigmatic plays of the past fifty years and a cornerstone of twentieth-century drama. As Clive Barnes wrote, “Time catches up with genius … Waiting for Godot is one of the
masterpieces of the century.” The story revolves around two seemingly homeless men waiting for someone—or something—named Godot. Vladimir and Estragon wait near a tree, inhabiting a
drama spun of their own consciousness. The result is a comical wordplay of poetry, dreamscapes, and nonsense, which has been interpreted as mankind’s inexhaustible search for meaning.
Beckett’s language pioneered an expressionistic minimalism that captured the existential post-World War II Europe. His play remains one of the most magical and beautiful allegories of our
time.
An African Childhood
Juice the Pig
Let's Go for a Drive!
Speed Secrets
Ask a Manager
Benjamin Orr and The Cars
From the Booker Prize-winning author of The Remains of the Day and When We Were Orphans, comes an unforgettable edge-of-your-seat mystery that is at once heartbreakingly tender and morally
courageous about what it means to be human. Hailsham seems like a pleasant English boarding school, far from the influences of the city. Its students are well tended and supported, trained in art and
literature, and become just the sort of people the world wants them to be. But, curiously, they are taught nothing of the outside world and are allowed little contact with it. Within the grounds of
Hailsham, Kathy grows from schoolgirl to young woman, but it s only when she and her friends Ruth and Tommy leave the safe grounds of the school (as they always knew they would) that they realize
the full truth of what Hailsham is. Never Let Me Go breaks through the boundaries of the literary novel. It is a gripping mystery, a beautiful love story, and also a scathing critique of human arrogance and
a moral examination of how we treat the vulnerable and different in our society. In exploring the themes of memory and the impact of the past, Ishiguro takes on the idea of a possible future to create his
most moving and powerful book to date.
Introducing the Fly Guy and Fly Girl series! YIPPEEZZZ!
Let s Make Coloring Great Again! AS SEEN ON CNN! Whether he s crossing the Delaware or playing chess with Putin, see Donald Trump like you ve never seen him before! Over 50 drawings of
Trump for you to color̶any way you want! YOU decide what color his superhero costume is! YOU decide what shade his hair is! Are you For or Against? It s up to you! Now s your chance to show The
Donald in his true colors! The Trump Coloring Book makes a great gift for all the Americans in your life!
Mr. Brown loves hats and can t leave the house without wearing just the right one. But on this day, every time he opens the door to leave, the situation changes, and Mr. Brown must change his hat
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accordingly. At last, wearing every hat he owns, Mr. Brown is on his way. When he finally arrives at his destination, we find that it
as well.
Let's Go on a Train
Let's Go 6
Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!
The Trump Coloring Book
I'm a Frog!
Lets Go

s Mr. Brown

s birthday, and his friends have just the right hat for that

Describes the experiences of a young boy and his mother when they go to a theater to see a movie.
When a bus driver takes a break in this hilarious Caldecott Honor-winning picture book, he gives the reader just one instruction: "Don't let the pigeon drive the bus!" But, boy, that pigeon tries every trick in the book to get
in that driving seat: he whines, wheedles, fibs and flatters. Will you let him drive? Told entirely in speech bubbles, this brilliantly original and funny picture book demands audience participation!
All the kids want to be in a book -- but it might not be as much fun as they think! On their way home from a field trip, the class meets a famous writer who says he is looking for a kid to put in a book. Hailey volunteers,
so the writer flattens her out, folds her up, and stuffs her in. But Hailey feels folded and scrunched and trapped and stuck, and asks the kids to get her out of the book. They try all kinds of things, but nothing works,
until finally they have an idea &mdassh; and turn the tables on the famous writer! Put Me in a Book! was inspired by a project that a grade two classroom in North Bay created and mailed to Robert Munsch -- now
they really ARE in a book!
Let's Go for a Drive!An Elephant & Piggie Book
Things That Go, from A to Z
Never Let Me Go
Professional Race Driving Techniques
Hooray for Amanda & Her Alligator!
Abolitionist Tools for the New Jim Code
Shave lap times or find a faster line through your favorite set of S-curves with professional race driver Ross Bentley as he shows you the quickest line from apex to apex! With tips and
commentary from current race drivers, Bentley covers the vital techniques of speed, from visualizing lines to interpreting tire temps to put you in front of the pack. Includes discussion of
practice techniques, chassis set-up, and working with your pit chief.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new
advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations
in the office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your
career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being
micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you
got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even when
others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s friendly,
warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to
management, or anyone hoping to improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It
teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor
and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry,
author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
From everyday apps to complex algorithms, Ruha Benjamin cuts through tech-industry hype to understand how emerging technologies can reinforce White supremacy and deepen social
inequity. Benjamin argues that automation, far from being a sinister story of racist programmers scheming on the dark web, has the potential to hide, speed up, and deepen discrimination while
appearing neutral and even benevolent when compared to the racism of a previous era. Presenting the concept of the “New Jim Code,” she shows how a range of discriminatory designs
encode inequity by explicitly amplifying racial hierarchies; by ignoring but thereby replicating social divisions; or by aiming to fix racial bias but ultimately doing quite the opposite. Moreover,
she makes a compelling case for race itself as a kind of technology, designed to stratify and sanctify social injustice in the architecture of everyday life. This illuminating guide provides
conceptual tools for decoding tech promises with sociologically informed skepticism. In doing so, it challenges us to question not only the technologies we are sold but also the ones we
ourselves manufacture. Visit the book's free Discussion Guide here.
With an introduction by Anne EnrightShortlisted for the Guardian First Book award, a story of civil war and a family's unbreakable bond.How you see a country depends on whether you are
driving through it, or live in it. How you see a country depends on whether or not you can leave it, if you have to.As the daughter of white settlers in war-torn 1970s Rhodesia, Alexandra Fuller
remembers a time when a schoolgirl was as likely to carry a shotgun as a satchel. This is her story - of a civil war, of a quixotic battle with nature and loss, and of a family's unbreakable bond
with the continent that came to define, scar and heal them.Shortlisted for the Guardian First Book Award in 2002, Alexandra Fuller's classic memoir of an African childhood is suffused with
laughter and warmth even amid disaster. Unsentimental and unflinching, but always enchanting, it is the story of an extraordinary family in an extraordinary time.
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Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry
The Outsiders
Let's Go, Rescue Trucks!
Breaking Dawn
Let's Go for a Drive! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
Put Me in a Book!

When Harriet Harris has a series of mishaps at home one day, her mother tries not to lose her temperand does not quite succeedbut Harriet and her mother know that
even though they do things they wish they hadn't, they still love each other very much.
A counting story in which a boy visits his farmyard friends, from one brown foal to six yellow puppies. On board pages.
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes their merit.
Search, find, and take a trip back in time with this nonfiction adventure! Travel back in time in a fun, layered seek-and-find! Visit the Aztec capital, explore the
American West, and shiver through the Ice Age with this nonfiction treasure. Turn the pages and learn all about key moments in history as you hunt for fun surprises
on every spread. This interactive adventure will keep you informed and entertained!
Let's Go, Construction Trucks!
Elephant & Piggie: The Complete Collection
Student Book
Race After Technology
Fly Guy and Fly Girl: Night Fright
I Am Going! (An Elephant and Piggie Book)
The new editions of the Let's Go student books and workbooks feature the original syllabus in a new design. The teacher's books, with mid-term and final
tests, have been completely rewritten with almost twice as much material. They now include special tips for teachers and reproducible activities for the
classroom. New recordings of the cassettes and CDs feature more of the student book language, while the wall charts (for levels 1-2 only) have been
revised to match the student's books.
Hog is careful. Harold is not.Harold cannot help smiling. Hog can.Hog worries so that Harold does not have to. Harold and Hog are best friends. But can
Harold and Hog's friendship survive a game of pretending to be Elephant & Piggie?
Little ones will learn about six different rescue trucks in this fun, rhyming read-aloud book with two spinning wheels!
The singer, guitarist, and songwriter—best known for his work with Wilco—opens up about his past, his songs, the music, and the people who have inspired
him in this personal memoir. This ideal addition to your Wilco collection also makes a perfect gift for music lovers. *A New York Times Bestseller* *A
Rolling Stone Best Music Books of 2018 selection* *A Pitchfork Pick: Best Music Books of 2018* Few bands have encouraged as much devotion as the Chicago
rock band Wilco, and it's thanks, in large part, to the band's singer, songwriter, and guiding light: Jeff Tweedy. But while his songs and music have
been endlessly discussed and analyzed, Jeff has rarely talked so directly about himself, his life, or his artistic process. Until now. In his longawaited memoir, Jeff will tell stories about his childhood in Belleville, Illinois; the St. Louis record store, rock clubs, and live-music circuit that
sparked his songwriting and performing career; and the Chicago scene that brought it all together. He also talks in-depth about his collaborators in
Uncle Tupelo, Wilco, and more; and writes lovingly about his parents; wife, Susie; and sons, Spencer and Sammy. Honest, funny, and disarming, Tweedy's
memoir will bring readers inside both his life and his musical process, illuminating his singular genius and sharing his story, voice, and perspective
for the first time.
Elephants Cannot Dance!
An Elephant & Piggie Book
A Memoir of Recording and Discording with Wilco, Etc.
Let's Go Back Into History
On a Ferry
Let's Go For a Walk

The alphabet comes to zooming, vrooming life with vehicles for every letter, A to Z! A big, boxy bus drives up for letter B, a kayak floats by for letter K, and a rocket blasts off for letter R. A fun and thrilling
range of planes, trains, automobiles, and more take readers on a ride through this charming early-learning book. Beloved picture book author Rhonda Gowler Greene and illustrator Daniel Kirk join forces for
another classic rhyming story for every fan of things that go!
Gerald is careful. Piggie is not. Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can. Gerald and Piggie are best friends. In I Am Going!, Piggie ruins a perfectly good day by telling Gerald she is going. If Piggie goes, who
will Gerald skip with, play Ping-Pong with, and wear silly hats with? Willems's Geisel Award–winning duo continues to delight readers with their silly shenanigans. Packed full of humor and heart, the Elephant
& Piggie Books are vetted by an early-learning specialist and early learners themselves, so they'll be right on target for new readers.
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Two children travel on a ferry and enjoy their time in the sun.
Bobby is on the move and he is getting around in lots of different kinds of vehicles, including a bicycle, a go-kart, and a plane.
Fahrenheit 451
Let's Go!
Elephant & Piggie Like Reading! Harold & Hog Pretend For Real!
Let's Go to a Movie
A Good Day for a Hat
Let's Go (So We Can Get Back)
Piggy loves to dance and wants to teach everyone, including her best friend, Gerald the elephant.
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses the racism of the KKK as they embark on a cross-burning rampage, before she fully understands the importance her
family attributes to having land of their own.
The struggle of three brothers to stay together after their parent's death and their quest for identity among the conflicting values of their adolescent society.
Gerald is careful. Piggie is not. Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can. Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to. Gerald and Piggie are best friends. In Let's Go for a Drive!
Gerald and Piggie want to hit the road! But the best-laid plans of pigs and elephants often go awry.
Don't Let's Go to the Dogs Tonight
Let's Go Visiting
Let's Go, Bobby!

Gerald is careful. Piggie is not. Piggie cannot help smiling. Gerald can. Gerald worries so that Piggie does not have to. Gerald and Piggie are best
friends. In I'm a frog! Piggie has some ribbiting news! Can Gerald make the leap required to accept Piggie's new identity?
Little ones will learn about six different construction trucks in this fun, rhyming read-aloud book with two spinning wheels!
Walking in the country, by the sea, or in the town, so many wonderful things to see if you stop and look around! Go on your very own walk guided by
Ranger Hamza with this book that can be used again and again. Take this book with you on any walk, wherever you live, with suggestions from Ranger Hamza
for things to look out for. Can you see a red thing? A tall thing? Can you find something smooth, and something rough? What can you smell, and what can
you hear? As well as things to spot on the walk, each spread contains fascinating Hamza facts. Turn every walk, long or short, into an interactive,
playful, learning adventure. Can be used on any kind of walk, in any location, and any duration, over and over again. Will help young hikers look at the
world around them in a new way. Can also be read at home, with readers spotting the details in the beautiful illustrations. Perfect for families looking
to make their regular outings more fun, whether in the city or the country: Let's Go For a Walk!
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